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Ford offers anti-inflation package
WASHINGTON (AP) - Warning that
Inflation can "destroy our country,
our homes, our liberties." President
Ford proposed a broadranging anti-inflation package yesterday that would
combine selected tax cuts with
selected tax increases, special help (or
the unemployed and new moves to
conserve energy.
In a nationally broadcast address
before a joint session of Congress.
Ford unveiled recommendations that
varied little from what had been
expected
As was widely reported in advance.
Ford asked Congress to impose a
temporary, one-year tax surcharge of 5
per cent on corporations and middle
and upper-income taxpayers.
The President also sought a liber-
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alized. across-the-board investment
tax credit of 10 per cent to encourage
expansion of factories and businesses.
To help the jobless as the economy
continues to slump - and living cost
rise - Ford proposed the creation of a
new Community Improvement Corps
to provide public service jobs when unemployment exceeds 6 per cent
nationally The current rate is 5.8 per
cent and is expected to increase.
Under the Ford plan, the one-year

Union meeting draws
'discouraging' turnout

jobs program would automatically go
into effect in local labor markets with
high unemployment even if the
national average remained below 6 per
cent. Grants for jobs would be
triggered when local rates exceeded
6.5 per cent
The President, in addition, recommended an extra 13 weeks of special
unemployment insurance benefits for
those who have used up their credits
and 26 weeks of benefits for those not
now covered by a regular unemployment insurance program. These would
be financed from Treasury revenues
and not from taxes on employers
Ford also specified that to be eligible
for a public service job. an individual
would first have to exhaust all unemployment benefits.

F

About 40 persons attended an organizational meeting of the American Federation of State. County and Municipal
Employes (AFSCME) last night. The
turnout was described by one man as
"discouraging."
Most of the persons attending were
members of the campus chapter of the
Ohio Civil Service Employes Association IOCSEA) who are dissatisfied with
University Employe Relations Adviser
Ray Malone.
Several members attributed the
small attendance to fear that workers
would lose their jobs if they came.
They claimed that Malone. who will
be president of the OCSEA chapter
until Oct. 18, would take reprisals
against them.
Malone announced last week he is
resigning the OCSEA chapter presidency because his job as employe
relations adviser and vice president of
the state OCSEA organization were
taking too much time
The meeting was the second for the
group. The first was held at the home
of an OCSEA member last Wednesday.
The meeting last night was held in
the basement of the Wood County
Courthouse because, according to one
OCSEA member, the group was unable
to find a meeting room on campus
William F. Fogle. an AFSCME staff
representative from Toledo, told the
audience that his union would take into
court anyone who threatened the job of
an employe who attended the meeting.
"If there are any firings of people,
our attorneys will be the first ones to
hear about it," Fogle said.
Many of the employes complained
that posters and announcements of last
night's meeting had been torn down
shortly after being placed on walls and
bulletin boards.
They charged that some employes

were being harrassed for their interest
in unionization.
Several persons acknowledged that
talk of unionization had caused dissention between many employes on
campus.
One man said there had been some
arguments that "had come pretty
damn close" to being violent.
Fogle said a "substantial" number of
OCSEA members had signed cards
pledging that they would join
AFSCME. He declined to mention the
exact number.
One OCSEA member told the group
that he was discouraged that few of the
1,100 OM Service employes on
campus had attended the meeting.
"I can see people are afraid to come
out and think for themselves - they are
that scared." be said.
Dan Malone. a University employe
and Ray Malone's son, attended the
meeting for a short while. He left soon
after a man in the audience charged
that Malone was guilty of mismanaging OCSEA

The President produced no new plan
to lower taxes for the poor but instead
endorsed a tax revision bill now
pending in the House Ways and Means
Committee that he said would give the
poor $1 6 billion of tax relief
In the energy area. Ford fixed a goal
of reducing imports of foreign oil by
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Old library

ft*. City council agreed Monday to purchase tho format Wood County District
Public Library on N. Church Stroot. Tho building which will cost $130,000 will
require repairs of $20,000.

A fact sheet said the conversion
would be accomplished voluntarily or
the President would seek legislation to
make it happen.
While rejecting proposals that he
ration gasoline or increase the tax on
gas. Ford said;
"I will meet with top management of
the automobile industry to assure either by agreement or by law - a firm
program aimed at achieving a 40 per
cent increase in gasoline mileage
within a four-year development
deadline "
Urging that every citizen Join the
fight against Inflation, Ford said:
"Here is what we must do. . . what
each and every one of you can do.
"To help increase food and lower
prices, grow more, waste less.
"To help save scarce fuel in the
energy crisis, drive less, heat less."
Ford specifically urged all
Americans to "cut the food you waste
by 5 per cent" and to reduce driving by
a like amount.
One section of the President's
address dealt with the slumping
housing industry.
Urging Congress to make most home
mortgages eligible for purchase by
federal agencies. Ford said that if this
is done. "I will make at least tS billion
Immediately available for mortgage
purchases, enough to finance about
100,000 homes."
The President, who said "our capital
markets are in disarray," also
endorsed a proposal pending in the
House to reduce federal taxes on
capital gains.
As the President worked on the
program he unveiled, be was flooded
with recommendations that the
Federal Reserve Board ease its tight
money policies
Ford told Congress he had been personally assured by Chairman Arthur
Burns of the independent board "toot
the supply of money and credit will
expand sufficiently to meet the needs
of our economy and that, In no event,
will a credit crunch occur."
To help farmers produce more, and
put downward pressure on food prices.
Ford said he will allocate all the fuel
farmers need to do their work. And he
said he would ask Congress for power
to allocate fertilizer.

Council reads Ridge St. closing proposal
By Ciady Smerclna
Staff Reporter
Bowling Green City Council heard
Monday night the first reading of an
ordinance proposing the closing of a
portion of Ridge Street by a traffic
light system.
No action was taken on the
ordinance, which will be read a second
time at the next council meeting Oct.
21.
Unless declared an emergency issue.

such ordinances must be read three
times at three separate council
meetings. A vote follows the third
reading.
Council also voted unanimously to
authorize the purchase of the former
Wood County District Public Library
on N. Church Street, which was
vacated when the new library on N
Main Street was opened this summer
The building was purchased at a cost
of $120,000 and will require structural
repairs estimated at $20,000.

CITY AND administrative offices
now located in the city building on
Wooster Street will relocate in the
building early next year.
In other action, the planned
improvements of streets in Ward 2. the
area between S College Drive and
Manville Avenue, was brought closer
to reality by the appointment of a
three-member
Assessment
Equalization Board
Council passed a resolution in June
declaring the necessity of improving

Senate passes campaign financing bill
WASHINGTON (AP) - The Senate
passed 60 to 16 yesterday night a
sweeping. Watergate stimulated bill to
curb campaign contributions and
spending and to finance presidential
races with public funds.
The compromise measure was sent
to the House for final action, expected
within a day or two. Both House and
Senate earlier had approved similar
but separate versions.
Sen Howard W. Cannon, (D-Nev.)

one million barrels a day by the end of
1975 This would be accomplished by increasing domestic energy production
and by conserving oil.
To develop "a single national energy
policy and program." Ford created a
National. Energy Board headed by
Secretary of the Interior Rogers C. B.
Morton.
Ford was greeted with a full
minute's applause from senators and
House members after he entered the
nearly-filled House chamber from the
address.
One of the President's major
proposals would set a 1980 target for
"eliminating oil-fired plants from the
nation's base-loaded electrical
capacity" by converting to coal and
uranium.
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Treasury Secretary William F
Simon told newsmen the one year
surtax was expected to raise $4 7
billion - $2.6 billion from individuals
and $2.1 billion from corporations.
Simon said the liberalized investment tax credit would bring corporations $2.7 billion a year in benefits so
the impact of the surtax on them would
be more than offset by what would
amount to companion tax cuts

floor manager of the bill, said the
legislation, growing out of the Watergate scandals, was designed "to
eliminate the problems so prevalant in
the 1972 campaign."
But Sen. Edward M. Kennedy. <DMass.l, said he supported the
compromise with mixed feelings.
He said it set a double standard of
reform by providing for use of tax
funds to finance presidential
campaigns but not Senate and House

races, in which he said the need for
public financing was probably greater.
Republican leader Hugh Scott said
he also regretted the lack of public
financing of congressional races. But
be called it a reasonably good bill overall.
Like Kennedy, he said one of its key
features is the establishment of an
independent commission to adminster
the legislation and investigate alleged
violations.

Ford's appearance postponed
WASHINGTON
(AP)-President
Ford's historic appearance before a
House Judiciary subcommittee was
postponed yesterday until a week from
Thursday "to afford ample time for
selection and sequestration of the
Watergate jury."

trial which now is in the jury-selection
stage
"We inquired at the courthouse if
they had a jury as of today," the
congressman said. "They said they
didn't."
He declined to identify to whom he
had talked.

Chairman William Hungate ID-MO.I
Issued a brief announcement saying his
subcommittee had made that decision
with the concurrence of the White
House and that Ford would appear
before the subcommittee at 10 a.m.
EDTOct. 17.

Hungate said Special Watergate
Prosecutor Leon Jaworski had
expressed concern Ford's testimony on
his pardon for Nixon might be
construed as prejudicial to the trial of
the former president's aides and
campaign officials.

HUNGATE said be had talked with
U.S. District Judge John J. Sirica on
Monday, but not since then. Sirica is
presiding over the Watergate cover-up

THE JURY selection continued at a
slow, careful pace and prospects
clearly were slim that one could be
sequestered by Thursday morning. But

lawyers said the jury could be
empaneled by Friday.
Subcommittee Democrats and most
Republicans, including Rep. David
Dennis i Hind ) said they were agreed
they should not question Ford if that
would risk prejudicial publicity.
"Nobody wants to put it off." Dennis
said, "but nobody wants to gum it up if
that's what the special prosecutor feels
it would do."
Rep. Wiley Mayne (R-Iowa) said he
was the only subcommittee member
who strongly objected at a closed-door
meeting Monday to any postponement
FORD MAY be the first president in
American history to go before a
congressional committee for public
grilling, according to Library of
Congress research.

Sen. James B. Allen. (D-Ala). said
he was forced to vote against the bill
because of its public financing
provisions, which he denounces as "a
raid on the taxpayer's pocketbooks for
the benefit of politicians."
Common Cause, a self-styled citizens
lobby, called the bill "the only major
legislative response by the 93rd
Congress to the Watergate scandals "
President Ford's position on the
compromise measure is in doubt. But
Scctt said that in his judgement the
President will sign it.
The public financing of presidential
campaign and party nominating
conventions would be funded from the
voluntary system established in 1971
under which taxpayers may earmark
$1 of their federal income taxes for
campaign financing by checking a box
on their federal returns
Cannon said that as of July 1 the fund
contained about 29't million and was
projected to total about 75 million by
the time of the 1976 election.
The bill would limit presidential
candidates to spending $20 million on
their general election campaigns and
$10 million on seeking their party's
presidential nomination.
The government would pay the full
cost of the campaigns of the
Democratic and Republican nominees
and reimburse minor party
presidential candidates in proportion
to their share of the popular vote.

the streets in that area by widening,
grading, repaying, curbing and
constructing sidewalks.
The city prepared assessment
estimates which were to be presented
to property owners
But some property owners objected
to the assessment, which led to the
appointment of the Assessment
Equalization Board Monday
The board will meet at 7:30 p.m. Oct
29 in the community room of the MidAmerican Bank and Trust Co., 222 S
MainSt.
An emergency ordinance was also
passed by council so the city can take
advantage of money available for a
Comprehensive Planning Assistance
grant from the Ohio Department of
Economic and Community
Development (ODECD).
MUNICIPAL Administrator Wesley
Hoffman will obtain the grant to
conduct a transportation study for the
Bowling Green area.
ODECD will provide $8,000 for the
study and the city will pay the balance,
estimated at between $4,000 and $7,000
Hoffman cited as a need for the
survey "poor traffic circulation."
He said the study will hopefully show
possible solutions to problems such as
narrow streets and intersections,
numerous dead ends, choked main
arteries and parking problems.
Mayor Charles Bartlett returned an
ordinance to council, with his veto,
which would have provided water
service to Portage.
In a letter to council, the Mayor said
the ordinance, which council passed
Sept. 16, was not vetoed "because of
any opposition to providing water
service to Portage." but rather
because he said he fe.lt "certain
changes should be made in the
ordinance."
Council unanimously passed an
ordinance authorizing an agreement
between the city and the Wood County
Airport Authority for joint
development, improvement and
operation of Wood County Airport.
The ordinance extends a present cooperative agreement between the
University, county, and city for the

operation and maintenance of the
county airport.
ASSESSMENTS were also levied
against property owners on Conneaut
Avenue from Mitchell Road to
Wintergarden Road for improvement
of that street by paving, curbing, and
installation of storm sewers, catch
basins, and manholes.
Tom Carroll, councilman at large,
called for a special council meeting at
7 p.m. tomorrow at the Municipal
Court Building to discuss a proposal to
consolidate county and city police and
court functions into county facilities.
The proposal was read once, and
council had agreed to consider it
further at the special session.
Another lengthy piece of legislation,
amending the codified ordinance of
Bowling Green governing streets,
public ways and grounds excavation,
will be considered at the special
meeting.
COUNCIL TABLED an ordinance
authorizing Frederick H. Am and
Associates to prepare plans,
specifications and contract documents
for entrance gates to Bowling Green's
city park.
The entrance into the park Is a
dedicated street, and the legality of
placing gates across a public street
must be determined before Council can
vote on the issue.
As part of the downtown renovation
program, council voted to authorise
the advertising of bids for the cleaning
of aluminum light poles In the
downtown area.
• To pogo throo
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faculty only threat
to new college
Prospects for a communications college are brighter now than ever
before, but vested interests could squelch any progress made this
quarter.
Provost Kenneth W Rothe should be commended for providing the
committee specific questions to consider. Giving the committee these
directives ends hours of needless discussion
And limiting the proposed college to mass communications eliminates
the semantic argument that bogged down last year's efforts.
Dr. Maurice Mandell's long-term interest in establishing a communications college has finally been recognized with his appointment as
committee chairman. His established concern in this area should give
Impetus to committee discussions
But no matter how strong the programs drawn up by the committee
are, and no matter how badly students want the new college, the faculty
can thwart all efforts toward establishing the college if they let vested
Interests stand in the way of educational facilitation.
Radio and TV curricula help boost the speech department's budget.
The faculty involved in those programs have a long association with the
speech department and the College of Arts and Sciences.
Students under the College of Mass Communications proposal will be
able to choose if they want to pursue radio and TV in the communications
college or the College of Mass Communications. If the faculty can't agree
on where those programs go, the students will have to define their place.
Hopefully, this time the communications college will get that far.
There have been too much efforts and too many promises for the
prospect to die now

butz blunder
should be his last
Agriculture Secretary Earl L. Butz has done nothing except
mismanage his department for as long as he has held it.
Buts went relatively unnoticed before the summer of 1973, when meat
prices skyrocketed and he delivered the now infamous "let them eat
cheese" statement.
To tall that to a country reared on hamburgers was a mistake but it
was only compounded when American housewives discovered cheese
wasn't much cheaper than meat.
Then earlier this year Butz suggested Americans might avoid future
food shortages by getting rid of half the pet dogs and cats in the country.
To many families this would compare to exterminating one of the family.
During this period of food shortages and inflation, Butz has been of
little comfort to those struggling to make ends meet.
Then last Weekend came another infamous round of grain deals with
the Soviet Union
Last year the United States sold grain to Russia at low prices, some of
which they had to buy back later because of an unexpected shortage of
grain. Russia made a tidy profit on the deal.
Saturday Butz voided the sale of $500 million worth of grain and corn to
Russia because of feared shortages in the United States.
The move caused considerable embarrassment to the U.S. Butz could
have avoided it by imposing stricter controls on sales of large amounts of
wheat, especially in light of last year's fiasco.
President Ford defended Butz against calls for his resignation from
some congressmen.
Butz should resign. He is the worst remnant of the Nixon
administration.

survey is good idea
Student Government Association (SGA), Senators Jerri A. Sanderson
and Larry S. Imely are to be commended for their survey concerning the
Ualversity Health Center.
Individual complaints about any University organization usually don't
gat very far, so the survey report should be a better method of getting the
■ people in power to pay some attention to student complaints about
something as important as the Health Center.
The only disappointing aspect of the survey was the apathy which the
students once again displayed toward something constructive. Of 5,000
surveys distributed only about 800 were returned.
Hats off to the student senators and those students who did return the
survey. Perhaps their complaints will accomplish something
constructive.

Lerrera
outlaws
la response to the letter that
appeared in the BG News on October 2,
allow me to coin a phrase
"If nuclear weapons are outlawed.
only the outlaws will have nuclear
weapons."
So much for bad rhetoric.

Douglas RHoople
188 Phi Kappa Tau

malone
supported
Thar* are issues on campus pro and
con pertaining to our president of
OCSEA. Mr. Ray Malone
I. I have been a member of OCSEA
since IMS when we had only 12
members, against the more than 700
we have now, at that time low pay. no
semtiU, but with a leader of Ray's
caliber and the help of OCSEA they
were able to help the members.
t I will be leaving the University in
October but at all times have had a
good working relationship with the
administration and those involved with
OCSEA.

3 Ray. is a leader, a strong leader
which you always need for any type of
organization, he will continue to be
with or without the support that a few
members with petty gripes may have
against him and the Union He has been
in the dorms that I have worked many
times, always polite and considerate of
all people
4. I received my back pay of two
years (that the administration cut
illegally) through the efforts of Ray
and OCSEA; it takes time but they
always are working for our rights. It is
true that democracy doesn't always
exist at BGSU in all places of work-but
democracy does exist in OCSEA and
Ray Malone
Good luck and the best of health Ray.
A Former Member.
Alyne V. Pope
Desk Secretary
Offenhauer East

so they say
Judge John Sirica, questioning
prospective jurors for the Watergate
coverup trial
Have you ever beard of the Incident
called Watergate?"

secret service angry
WASHINGTON-The recent kidnap
scare against the children of the late
Sen. Robert Kennedy nearly precipitated a rebellion within the ranks of
the Secret Service.
Some 60 agents were flown in from
all over the country to cover the
Kennedys-a move they regarded as
illegal.
Indeed. Secret Service Director
Stuart Knight himself recommended
against extending protection, but he
was overruled by his boss. Treasury
Secretary William Simon.
Then the agents learned ihey were
not responding to a "threat" at all.
They had been ordered on emergency
duty as a result of a third-hand tip from
a police informant in the Boston area.
The agents were furious
Covering the Kennedys is a chore the
Secret Service largely regards as
abhorrent anyway. Much of the ill
feeling results from the agency's
experience with Jacqueline Kennedy
Onassis.
The law requires the Secret Service
to protect the late President Kennedy's
children until they turn 16 Thus they
are still looking after young John But
Mrs Onassis is extremely particular
about the way the agency does its job.
One insider describes her as
"persnickety." She doesn't want John
to feel oppressed by his protectors, so
she demands the agents stay out of
sight as much as possible.
Nor does young John himself like the
protective details following him
around A few months ago he slipped
out of Jackie's New York apartment.

Jack

Aadertaa

hopped on his bike and sped into
Central Park to play tennis. A drug
addict assaulted him and made off with
the expensive bike.
Through some extraordinary
detective work, the police tracked
down the assailant. But Mrs. Onassis
refused to prosecute.
Secret Service insiders were flabbergasted. Now they are thinking of laying
down the law to Jackie: either she lets
them do their job the way they want, or
her protected detail will be lifted.
ECONOMIC BATTLE PLAN: White
House sources say President Ford has
all but made up his mind on change in
economic policy
The President received a lot of free
and conflicting advice at the recent
economic summit conference. But in
private meetings with his closest
advisers, he had little trouble mapping
out a battle plan
First, the President plans to ask for
a tax cut to ease the impact of inflation
on the poor He is also seriously
considering giving industry some
incentives to expand production

Next, he plans a whopping 10-centper-gallon increase in the gasoline tax.
Ford plans to use the money for a
public jobs program. This will ease the
unemployment caused by his
continuing tight money policy.
The President also hopes that the
inc ease in gasoline prices will help
drive down consumption. This would
give him a stronger bargaining position
with the oil-rich Arab nations of the
Middle East.
The Arabs were unimpressed, our
sources say. by Ford's recent swordrattling. The President obliquely
threatened economic sanctions against
the oil-producing nations if prices
should continue to rise.
The Arabs know that they literally
have us over a barrel. And they feel
confident that the United States will
not dare to take action against them.
It all boils down to higher gas prices
for consumers, along with higher food
prices. Only industry, and the very
poor, can hope for some relief from
inflation.
CUBAN THAW: Upon their return
from a recent trip to Havana. Senators
Claiborne Pell (D-R.l), and Jacob
Javits (R-N.Y). predicted that
relations between Cuba and the United
States would soon improve.
Already, say our sources. Secretary
of State Henry Kissinger is quietly
guiding the United States toward a
detente with Fidel Castro
The probability that normal relations
will be restored with Havana has
outraged the million Cubans who fled
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'NOW, BITE ON THE BULLET—THAT'LL STOP YOU WASTING ALL YOUR MONEY ON FOOD!'

to this country to escape Castro. Many
of them lost their fortunes; others have
friends and relatives in Castro's
prisons.
For years the Central Intelligence
Agency has trained exiled Cubans to do
battle with Castro. Many more risked
their lives on commando raids. Now
the government that encouraged them
to fight is preparing to befriend the
communist leader
We have had detailed discussions
with Cuban underground leaders
Although they have a tendency to
exaggerate, their is no question about
their boiling anger.
They are threatening to mount a
terror campaign inside the United
States against the politicians and
businessmen who support Castro.
These Cuban leaders have told us if
they can't fight Castro in Cuba they
will fight him here.
Intelligence analysts are predicting,
therefore, that at least a few
extremists, in imitation of the Palestinian and Irish rebels, will carry out
acts of terror in the United States
FOOTNOTE: Castro's relations with
the Soviet Union are not as rosy as the
communist press make them appear
According to reliable sources in the
Cuban underground, two Russian
sailors were jailed last year for
stabbing a Cuban youth to death.
The sailors had been selling the boy
hard-to-get items for the Cuban black
market. They caught a glimpse of the
youth's hefty bankroll, killed him for it
and tossed him into the sea
The Soviet sailors were thrown into
El Morro prison and are now doing
time at the Bacuranao work camp for
criminals near Havana
WASHINGTON WHIRL: Some
people see Henry Kissinger as a steely
Prussian, but in truth he's not above
telling a joke on himself Recently, he
told friends that during the Kennedy
administration he had dinner at the
White House with JFK. Robert
Kennedy and Secretary of State Dean
Rusk
Kissinger was so nervous that when
he cut his lamb chop it scooted all the
way over to Rusk's plate. That, said
Kissinger, was the last time he was
invited to the White House for 12 years.
At one time, according to our
sources in the intelligence community,
the CIA had a grisly system for determining the money due its Laotian
mercenaries The agency instructed
the troops to verify their claims by
chopping off the ears of every enemy
killed
The practiced was terminated when
the CIA realized there was no way to
be certain that every pair of ears
turned in had once been attached to a
communist head

too many dollars
WASHINGTON-Had they set out to
prove one of the central theses of
Marxism. Mr Ford and his fellow
politicians of both parties couldn't
have done it neater After growling
about "exorbitant prices" in oil, Mr
Ford then said I in a quote which may
yet find its place in the Museum of
Imperialism) that. "Throughout
history, nations have gone to war over
natural advantages such as water or
food or convenient passages on land or
sea."
If the President of the United States
says things like that, the Marxists need
not tell us that our system is built on
forcing foreigners to sell their raw
materials to us at low prices and to buy
our manufactured goods at high ones.
In addition. Dr Kissinger warned
the UN. in basso tones about
"decisions to restrict production and
maintain an artificial price level." And
there is Sen Scoop Jackson in the
congress, simplifying it yet further by
calling the prices foreign oil producers
charge "tribute "
BY ANY KNOWN definition of
capitalism, there is no such thing, of
course, as an exorbitant or an unfair or
an unjust price Any price and every
price, high or low. is a just price, if a
willing seller will take it and a willing
buyer will give it. Thus, in reality. Mr.
Ford, who is dead set against price
control in America, wants to impose it
on Arabia
But President Ford's flinging the

American fleet up the River Mecca to
rid the world of unfair oil pricing will
have the most negligible effect on the
cost of grub at the checkout counter
Inflation must rage on as before,
because raising prices doesn't cause
inflation. The prices are a result of
inflation. The inflation of what? Either
the money supply or the credit supply,
which are the same thing.
Prices and wages go up because
more dollars have been printed and
therefore they are worth less. Without
inflation, the rise in the price of
anything means that people will either
buy less of it or less of something else.
Thus raising the price of oil can cause
much hardship and many dislocations,
but it can't cause inflation. That's
something we do to ourselves.
Neither Mr. Ford nor Dr. Kissinger
has ever claimed to have made a study
of economics, but there are people
around them who have. No school of
economic analysis believes that raising
the price of a commodity, not even
such an important one as oil, can by

let's hear from you
The BG News welcomes all letters to the editor and opinion columns
Letters may comment on any other letter, column or editorial.
Letters should be a maximum of 300 words, typewritten We ask that
columns be no more than four typed pages triple-spaced
The News maintains the right to edit all submissions that exceed these
limits, with respect to the laws of libel and proper taste
Letters and columns must include the author's name, address and
phone number, and may be mailed to the Editor, co The BG News. 106
University Hall.

itself be inflationary. If a country
debases the value of its money-prints
more of it to pay the price-that s a
different matter.
Then why is Mr. Ford saying that
"exorbitant prices run the risk of a
worldwide depression and threaten the
breakdown of world order and safety?"
Can all of that happen just because the
Arabs and Iranians now have large
amounts of money either to bank or
invest? Hardly Then what are they
afraid of?
It would seem the basis of the fear is
that the oil producers' wanting to sell
for cash instead of credit may
precipitate a collapse of an overblown,
horrendously unstable international
banking structure. Depending on who
you talk to. there is anywhere from 175
billion to $200 billion floating offshore
in a daisy chain of IOUs.
The opinion is that many of the
borrowers are insolvent, and that the
demands of the oil-producing countries
for payment are going to force
creditors to start calling in their loans.
WITH THE PRESIDENT talking
about "worldwide depression" and
"ultimate bankruptcy." we might do
well to take a look at the "built-in
protections" which most of us have
been told will prevent another 1929-39.
None of those that apply to the stock
market-the margin requirements, the
Securities and Exchange Commission,
broker insurance-has prevented a
crash.
What
about unemployment
compensation, welfare and Social
Security? In addition to helping
individuals, these programs were
made to keep purchasing power up.
thereby guaranteeing a certain level
below which business couldn't slump.
At the time, it was probably
considered impossible to have this kind
of recession and inflation at the same
time, but we do. and there is ample
evidence to argue that the recession is
actually caused by the inflation. If that
is the case, the famous "built-in
protections." which are deliberately
designed to be inflationary, may make
matters worse.

Since we've never been In a situation
like this before, the past is a
misleading guide, as are those fright
nostalgia pieces coming out on the
depression. We may have a new kind of
depression, where the prices never
drop and where the character of the
unemployment is totally different from
45 years ago.
With a lot of luck, it'll turn out that
the President and everybody else
who's sounding alarmed and alarmist
are mistaken. But in any case; wild
swings at Arabs and Venezuelans and
Indonesians are the kind of misleading
diversions that will compound
confusion later on.
Copyright. 1*74, The Waikligtoa PostKlag Featares Syndicate
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New charter proposal,
complete since June,
readied for ratification
By Mark Dedosa
Suff Reporter

Charter which "we rewrote to fit the current
realities of the University." said Dr.
Facione.
THOSE recommendations which the
committee "wrote from scratch" developed
from within the committee and from inputs
of faculty, students, and administrators,
explained Dr. Facione
Faculty Senate ratified 10 COUGAR
recommendations last spring and will
consider the remaining 12 this quarter.
Senate members debate each proposal. Dr.
Facione considers the debate "a continual
process of refining the work "
A two-thirds affirmative vote is required
for passage of each recommendation in the
Senate. If approved, the proposed change is
submitted to the University faculty who
must approve it by the same margin.

Though the Committee on University
Governance and Reorganization (COUGAR)
completed its work in mid-June. COUGAR
chairman Dr. Peter Facione personally
continues to guide the committee's
recommendations (or a new Academic
Charter through Faculty Senate toward a
January ratification date.
COUGAR
has
presented
22
recommendations to the Senate as a basis for
an Academic Charter to replace the 10-yearold Faculty Charter which Dr Facione
classified as "out-of-date."
"The Faculty Charter is not broad enough
to define the role played by students and
administrators in the academic aspect of
University government." said Dr. Facione.

FACULTY endorsement sends the
recommendation to the Board of Trustees
through the President's office Final
approval for inclusion in the Academic
Charter is made by the Trustees
According to Dr. Facione. past charter
revision committees submitted their
proposals "in one big blob which made the*
very hard to consider.''
"We've done this in a series." he said
"Were able to focus upon and refine each
recommendation so that we can weed out the
problems piece by piece before they've gone
to the faculty."
The entire COUGAR proposal package
should be available to the faculty by January
"so they can hopefully see the overall value
of the work." said Dr. Facione
"I believe people may be overwhelmed by
the quantity of material when it finally does
come out in a whole." he said

EXEMPLIFYING the expanded outlook of
the Academic Charter is recognition "of the
University community." The Faculty
Charter recognizes only the faculty aspect
The proposed charter "designates that
students have the right to have student
government." said Dr. Facione "It also
gives students a voice and votes in certain
important decision-making bodies such as
Academic Council and Faculty Senate "
He said the definition of the student's role
in the community "is more of a recognition
kind of thing that shows what students have
gained over the last few years
"We don't really create any rules
ourselves, but we do establish a precedent
for the student governance which already
exists." he said
Some of COUGAR'S proposals are
revisions of articles found in the Faculty

newsnotes
Auto buzzers
WASHINGTON (API-Senate and
House . conferees have voted to
eliminate the auto interlock system
which prevents a car from being
started until se.it belts are fastened
Under an agreement announced
Monday, an eight-second warning
buzzer would be retained to tell
drivers and passengers when seat
belts are not fastened. But the
continous buzzer now in use on most
lale-model cars would be dropped

FEA proposal
WASHINGTON (APl-The Federal
Energy Administration (FEAI.
proposed today a regulation to give
the Defense Department priority on
coal supplies if shortages should
develop.
The FEA has been working on
contingency plans to cope with coal
shortages in the event of a prolonged
coal strike, which could begin in

Rockefeller gifts questioned

A.Racketefter

Rhodes
TOLEDO (API-Former Gov.
James A Rhodes asked a federal
court here Monday to keep secret a
deposition he made in the civil
damage suits arising from the 1970
Kent State shootings until after the
Nov Selection.
Rhodes petitioned U.S District
Court that his testimony taken during
two days last week in a Cleveland law
office be sealed because if it were
made public it might influence the
outcome of the election.

New legislation
WASHINGTON
(API-Congress,
attacking a Supreme Court position in
a secrecy-stamping case, has sent

Scott of Pennsylvania, a
member of the Senate Rules
and
Administration
Committee that held
hearings on the nomination
last month, indicated he saw
no reason for resumption of
hearings
"I see nothing that has
impaired the integrity of
Mr Rockefeller in any
way." Scott told reporters

Rockefeller still facet
hearings on his nomination
before the House Judiciary
Committee
According to federal
campaign record!, the
recipients of the largest
Rockefeller political
contributions were Sen.
Jacob K Javtts and Rep.
Peter A Peyser, both New
York Republicans

City Council reviews
• from page 1

In committee reports, the
traffic commission reported
that the hours of operation
of parking meters would not
be increased, as was
previously considered,
because the additional
revenue is not needed
Parking meters are now
enforced until 6 p.m. A
proposal had called for the
enforcement of the meters
until 11 p.m.
Over 22 new parking
meters ordered by the city
will be installed Oct 12 and

13, and go into operation o
Oct. 14.
Rhoda Heffer, second
ward councilwoman aid
chairman of public lands
and buildings committee,
reported that trees win be
planted in the downtown
area Nov MS, and that
more trees are being
secured for the city park.
She also asked council to
consider the construction of
"attractive
public
restrooms in a conspicuous,
accessible" downtown spot
for the comfort of shoppers

Ohio adopts no-fault divorce
By Rose Hume
Managing Editor
Up until Sept 23. Ohio
divorce law required that
one marriage partner must
accuse the other of a fault
recognized as grounds for
divorce
Bui when the no-fault

• • • • •

November if current negotiations
between mine owners and the United
Mine Workers union fail to bring
agreement.

.WASHINGTON (APINelson A Rockefeller and
his family have given more
than $100,000 in recent years
to the campaigns of Senate
and House members now
eligible to vote ' on his
nomination to be vice
president.
The former New York
governor also has made
personal gifts of $50,000 or
more to several public
figures including his former
foreign policy adviser.
Secretary of State Henry A
Kissinger
Senate
Democratic
Leader Mike Mansfield said
yesterday publication of
reports about Rockefeller's
gifts to aides and public
officials "could well reopen
Senate hearings" on the vice
presidential nomination.
AS FAR AS he could
ascertain. Mansfield added,
the gifts have "all been
legitimate.'' but he said the
reports are bound to raise
questions
However.
Senate
Republican Leader Hugh

• • •

President Ford a compromise bill
that backers claim will give the
public greater access to government
documents
The package ol amendments,
making the first changes in the
Freedom of Information Act since
the law took effect in 1967, "will
provide openness in government that
President Ford has promised us,"
said Rep William S Moorhead iDPa. I as the House finished action on
the legislation Monday night
Rep. Frank Horton. (R-N.Y ),
senior GOP member of the House
Government Operations Committee
which produced the legislation, said
he expects Ford to sign it

amendment became part of
Ohio
divorce
law.
accusations of adultery,
gross neglect or extreme
cruelty were made
unnecessary in divorce
cases where the couple
merely did not get along.
"This is more civilized."
said attorney Norman Geer.
He said that under previous
law. one party would appear
to be a villain if the couple
agreed that one of them
would accuse the other of
one of the 10 faults Ohio
courts recognize as grounds
for divorce
UNDER THE no-fault
amendment, both parties
may sign a petition alleging
that they wish to dissolve
the marriage The petition
must include their
agreements in such areas as
property distribution, child
custody and visitation
rights
The law requires both
parties be served copies of

the petition, said Geer They
must appear in court at the
same time to explain that
they want to dissolve the
marriage and they have
agreed to the arrangements
in the petition.
Geer said the Ohio law is a
modified form of no-fault
divorce. He said the
California law requires that
only one party appear in
court
"They don't even need the
other party." said Geer. He
said that kind of law can
allow a divorce to be
finalized before the one
partner even knows that the
other has filed
NO-FAULT divorce also
eliminates the witness
formerly required to testify
that the accused party was
an unsuitable marriage
partner.
"It (the divorce) merely
has to be the desire of both
parties," said Geer "If two
people just don't get along.

and there is no serious
misconduct, there is no
reason to continue the
marriage."
What happens if the couple
cannot agree on property or
some other settlement
"That shouldn't be a
problem It hasn't been a
problem in the past in
uncontested divorces," said
Geer However, If there is
disagreement, the judge will
separate the issues, by
granting the divorce at one
hearing and settling the
disagreement with another.
Geer said he thinks the nofault amendment will cause
the Ohio divorce rate to rise.
"It makes divorce more
palatable. As a direct
consequence, one should
expect divorce to go up."
BUT NO-FAULT divorces
take just as long M other
divorces Geer sail) both
procedures take about two
months. He added, however,
that Ohio divorce law has

Peace prize
OSLO. Norway (APl-The Nobel
Peace Prize for 1974 was awarded
yesterday to former Japanese Prime
Minister Kisaku Sato and the UN.
High Commissioner for South-West
Africa Sean McBrlde of Ireland

HOMECOMING COURT
Any female undergraduate student may pickup an application for Homecoming Queen beginning today in the Student Activities Office,
405 Stud. Services Bldg.
APPLICATIONS ARE DUE BACK TO THE OFFICE
BY TUES. OCT. 15th

Pdnderosa
Announces the

Dinner includes
10 oz. Super Sirloin Steak Dinner,
Baked Idaho Potato, Tossed Green Salad,
and Warm Roll with Butter.

Ponderosa
Steak House
E. W00STER
Across from the football stadium

been modified so that
parties are required to live
six months In Ohio and 30
days in the county in which
they file. The state
residency requirement
formerly was a year.
Other recent modifications in Ohio divorce law
include elimination of the
recrimination and condonation defenses.
The
defense
of
recrimination meant a
divorce would be denied if
the defendent countersued
and proved the plaintiff was
just as much at fault as he
was. The defense of
condonation meant if one
party had abused the other,
moved out, returned and
was forgiven, and then
began the abuse again, the
first period of abuse could.
not be submitted aa.„,,
evidence.
, lt-1
"Most judges and lawyers
were happy to see those
(defenses) go," Geer said.
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Vegetarian interest increases,
partly due to self-awareness
By Latraiac Jameioi
Staff Reporter
Roasted soybeans instead
of pizza for snacks? Carrot
juice in place of soft drinks?
It's possible, because
many persons are rejecting
traditional foodstuffs and
turning to a diet of natural
and organic food.
"People are becoming
more aware of what they're
eating." said Bob Dupont.
co-owner and manager of
the Sunshine Cupboard, a
natural foods restaurant and
store. "They are being
scared by all the chemicals
in food."
Natural foods contain no
chemical preservatives and
all ingredients are
unrefined. Organic foods are
produced without chemical
fertilizers or pesticides.

Natural
nutrition

Bob Duponl and Dorothy Joyce, owner* of Iho Sunshine Cupboard, discuss Iho
curronl popularity of natural and organic foods. (Newtphoro by Mike
McNornoy)

S.G.A.

CLASSIFIEDS
GET RESULTS!

TODAY is the Final Day for
Comm. & Board sign-up for freshmen & transfer students.

SUCH ITEMS as meat
made from soybeans, cheese
made with or without dairy
products, yogurt, fruit
juices and whole grain
breads are offered in health
and natural food stores and
restaurants
Dupont said the interest in
nutrition and natural food is
not limited to any certain
group of people, or any
specific generation. "I serve
everyone from older

farmers all the way down to
young kids." he said. Kids
In elementary school just
love some of these things."
Dupont says that
professors, students and
other campus employes
often come to eat and shop.
Many dormitory residents
buy natural foods to
supplement the residence
hall diet.
Reasons for turning to a
diet of natural foods vary
from person to person.
Vangie Mamalakis, a
vegetarian for four years,
says she feels vegetarianism
is not just a diet, but part of
her personal philosophy.
"I'm trying to build a
peaceful existence within
myself and with other
people." she said.
"VEGETARIANISM is
part of consciousness
building." she explained.
"Oneness with people is
expanded to include oneness
with all life "
Mamalakis. who works at
the Sunshine Cupboard, says
she feels that eating meat is
the result of violence and the
taking of life.
There are three types of
vegetarians.
Lactovegetarlans eat fruits,
vegetables and milk
products but no meat. Pure

ALPHA GAMMA DELTA
has two new actives!

Carol Lewis — Brenda Oroege
405 STUDENT SERVICES BLDG.

CONGRATULATIONS!

HEY
PODNERS!

ATTENTION
ALL!
CM

WEDNESDAY 18

. BET* FHETA PI

Creme Bieueh

RUSH PARTY

v

WED. OCT. 9
7-9 P.M.

The Brothers of

Phi Delta Theta
would like to congratulate their officers
for the upcoming year:

MarvDlously sale cosmetic
to quickly lighten excess
hair on lace, arms and
legs. JCB turns dark hair
blond to blend with
your own skin tones...
available at $2 and $5.

The
Powder
Puff
525 Ridge ~

HAMBURGER PLATTER

and (fca$&
'■' pound freshly (round pure beef,
on toasted itsamt sotd bun,
frtnch fries and coleslaw
t the real thini, Coke*

$1.00
REQ. $1.46
SAVE 46C

300 EAST
WOOSTER ST.
GOOD ALL DAY
OCTOBER 9

Nest of McDonald Dorm

President
Vice-President
Recording Secretary
Treasurer
Steward
Pledgemaster
Warden
Public Relations
Members at large
House Manager
Athletic Chairman
Social Chairman
Alumni Secretary
Corresponding Secretary
Rush Chairman
Activities Chairman
IFC Representative
House Improvements
Long Range
Historian
Hospitality
Librarian
Scholarship
Chorister
Chaplain

Not everyone is interested
in natural food tor
philosophical reasons.
"The ecology push was the
greatest thing in the world
to draw people away from
pre-packaged.
preprocessed food." Mamalakis
said "Also many people are
doing it as part of a fad. I
know many more people

who are vegetarians now
than before."
Leslie Shurin. who also
works at the Sunshine
Cupboard, said she follows
the adage "you are what you
eat."
"If you're deficient
nutritionally, it will show up
in your behavior." she said.
"Your own well being,
physically and spiritually,
depends upon what you eat.
"Many people I know are
into vegetarianism and
natural foods. They seem to
be calmer people, more
mellow." she added

local briefs
Address changes
Graduate students who have recently moved or who
have changed their address should report to 100.
Graduate Center or call 372-2793. Accurate address information is important because it affects mailing of grades,
billing, and pre registration materials.

Attorneys to talk
Local attorneys Evelyn Bachman and Evelyn Reddin
will discuss their careers at noon today, as part of a
series of lunchtime conversations with women in
challenging occupations
The presentation is free and open to the public. All
attending are invited to bring a brown bag lunch

Boxes hit
Walter Beeker. parking enforcer for Campus Safety,
reported Monday that three courtesy boxes on the
parking meters in Lot 17 were vandalized. Campus
Safety estimated the loss at between $30-40.
Hubcaps were reported missing from the car of Karen
Geitgey, sophomore (B.A.). while it was parked Saturday in Lot 8. the on-campus parking lot north of
Offenhauer Tower.
George Adams, graduate student lEd.), reported
Monday morning that an unidentified object was shot
through the rear window of his car while parked in Lot 6,
the on-campus parking lot east of Haven House
apartments The damage was estimated at ISO.

$ DOLLAR DAY $

ioLBIS

i w

vegetarians eat only fruits
and vegetables. Yoga
disciples will eat fruits,
vegetables, fish, chicken
and liver, but no red meat or
pork.

GIGOLO
Now open 4
nights. With
Entertainment
This week presenting

LEGEND
Stop in Wednesday for
Your Best Entertainment

Andy Wyszynski
Mario Vaccaro

Mark Tudi
Denny Bemiller
Tom Bamberger
Ed Fricke
Henry Montgomery
Paul Mandaville
Jeff Everett
Denny Smith
Rick Porter
Bill Lauro
Jim Johnson
Jeff Johnson
P. J. Addessi
Rick Knowles
Brent Millar
John Wellinger
Dave Benedict
Joe Golino
Bill Erickson
Mark Cody
Mike Wilcox
Mike Sarver
Bill Schmidt
Joe Angelo
Rick Knowles

CUUUB4L BODST
>4nrrOunces...

HAPPY HOURS
8 P.M. - 2 A.M.

NOW OPEN
MOUNTAIN HIGH
ICE CREAM
Trie \tery Bectric Live Performance Of

Chapatti our own
specialty

/EROS41TH

(other natural food)

Aid Guests

MIKE QUATRO
&30PM.
Sat 00112,1974
BGSU Memorial Hoi
In Bowing Green,Ohio
Tickets $4.50 Advance $550 At The Door
A Plrtlfc*© PfXXXOON

Tickets at Student Union Box Office

531 RIDGE ST.
BOWLING GREEN
PH. 352-8031
Bob DuPont, Mgr. C Co-Owner
Dorothy Joyce-, Co-Owner
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Ford's tax plan meets opposition
WASHINGTON (A*>) President Ford's plan to
increase taxes appeared
headed for trouble yesterday
as Congress promised swift
action on his sweeping new
anti-inflation package.
Following Ford's address
to ,i joint session of
Congress. House Speaker
Car! Albert announced he
would talk to White House
officials and congressional
leaders about postponing the
upcoming recess in an effort,
to rush through some of the

President's proposals

Other Democratic leaders
said Congress could act before Friday's scheduled
recess on Ford's call for a
tSOO-blllion spending ceiling
and Increased federal support for borne mortgages
However, Ford's request
for a one-year tax surcharge
on middle and upper-income
taxpayers met with widespread opposition.
Senate Republican Leader
Hugh Scott and Sen Jacob
K Javils, (R-N Y.I. said the

Tax bill to aid savers
WASHINGTON (AP)-A
tax plan worth $18 billion a
year to savers, aimed at
aiding the ailing housing
industry, was approved
yesterday by the House
Ways and Means Committee
over *'ord administration
opposition
The vote was 15-8 in favor of
the proposal by Rep. Donald

Four spectators at the U.S. Grand Prix in Watkint GWn, New York, sat on the
ruins of a chartered Greyhound bus. The bus was stolen and burned by
vandals at the track. (Newsphoto by Mike McNorney)

Burnt bus

G

I In. l/iii.m

I) ('..In i to

exclude from taxation $500
of interest earned on money
an individual keeps in a

TU restricts fraternity noise
By Marcia Cwik
Staff Reporter
Due to complaints of
excessive noise and parking
problems from neighbors
living near off-campus
fraternity
houses.
University of Toledo
officials and fraternity
presidents have agreed on a
behavior code for residents
and guests at all fraternity
houses
The code, which was
initiated Sept 18. has three
provisions It states that all
social events must end by
1 30 am . that a moderate
noise level must be
maintained, and that
outdoor social events are to
be moved inside at sundown
Fraternities violating the
code will receive a written
complaint from Daniel
Seemann. director of student activities, followed by a
bearing before the fivemember Interfraternity
Council judiciary council.
THE COUNCIL can
impose a number of
restrictions, including fines
of $20 to 1100 for each
charge.
social
or
disciplinary probation of up
to six months, or loss of

rushing privileges for up to
two terms .
The complaints are
centered on three of the five
fraternities located in the
1700 and 1800 blocks of West
Bancroft Street. Toledo
They are Pi Kappa Phi. Tau
Kappa Epsilon. and Theta
Chi
According to Brian
Carder, president of Theta
Chi. the complaints are
largely unjustified
He said a black neighbor
living near the fraternity
makes false reports to the
police about fraternity
activities He attributes this
to
reverse
racial
discrimination
"It's a racial situation
now,'' he said Numerous
blacks have recently moved
into the neighborhood,
according to Carder
He said the University had
cooperated with the
fraternities on forming the
code
"THE IDEA was just to
get something written down
for us so we wouldn't get out
of line," he said
He added that he doesn't
think the code is too strict or
that it infringes on any
fraternity members He said

the code should help
fraternities if it is followed
The files of complaints
received by the board of
community relations will be
sent to the national offices
of the fraternities Carder
said he thinks that policy is a
good idea
He said he has written and
talked to the national Theta
Chi fraternity, and that they
should be able to help i lie Tl
chapter out
"They know our situation
as well as TU does, and they
are on our side." he said
Carder said even if the
fraternities are on social
probation, they technically
are still free to have parties
and other activities since
they are off campus.

parking problems.
He
stressed
the
cooperation of Seemann and
the fraternity presidents in
working out the code
It's an internal type of
thing." he said. "It's not
imposed by us here."
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PET HI HA'

101 IS MAIN BOWLING GREEN. O

"LARGEST PET SHOP IN OHIO'

352-8459

OHljcTPAYjOFF
WjINNERS
ANNOUNCED EVERY THURSDAY

Bldusi vcly .'On . .
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101.5FM

UAO Horror Film Festival
210 M.S. Free with 1.0.
I**************************
Wednesday
Thursday
|8:15"TheWoi.man"
(LonChaneyJr.)

945 The Mummy
(Boris Karloff)

8:15 "Targets"
I Karloff s last film)

10:00
"The Fearless
Vampire Killers"
(By Roman Polarski)

UAO Campus Movie

Stanley Kubrick's

A Clockwork Orange
F

" 7:00 & 9:45

?10MS

DO YOU HAVE WHAT
IT TAKES

on many varieties of

fish & plants
buy one - get one for
a penny
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credit recommended by
Ford undoubtedly would
stimulate business spending.
But he added that it is
doubtful Congress would
enact such a mearare
without giving additional tax
relief to low-Income
families
The tax-drafting House
Ways and Means Committee
will meet today to hear
Treasurery officials "spell
out the details of Ford's
suggestions, according; to
Rep Al Ullman. the panel's
No. 2 Democrat.
The President's proposals
met with a mixed reaction
from business and labor
leaders'

PENNY SALE

HOWEVERthe'added thai
such activities would lead
TU to deny recognition to
the chapter The fraternity
needs recognition in order to
belong to the national order
Without TU's recognition.

THURSDAY IS STUDENT NIGHT on "FRANKENSTEIN"

CINEMA H
AT BOW1INC CHUN'S
STADIUM PLAZA

J HELD OVER!
* EVE. 7: •

NOW! FRIDAY
THRU SUNDAY
OPEN 7:00 - SHOW 7:30

the chapter would cease to
exist
Dr Lancelot Thompson,
vice president of student
affairs at the University of
Toledo, said he believes that
the code will help to resolve
most of the problems caused
by excessive noise and

savings account. $1,000 in
the case of a couple.
Rep.
Herman
T.
Schneebeli (R-Pa 1 senior
GOP member of the taxwriting panel, who voted
against the proposal, said
after the vote that President
Ford's economic tax
package would not include
any comparable provision.
The Treasury fought the
bill on grounds it would add
to the federal deficit But
supporters maintained it
will encourage deposits in
savings
and
loan
institutions, which are a
major source of money for
home mortgages
"This is designed to help
the little guy, and I'm
talking about smaller
savers," Brotxmansaid.
The committee's tax staff
experts said the Brotzman
measure would significantly
increase the amount of
money deposited in savings
and loan associations by
about f 10 billion
They also said the
measure was expected to
boost interest rates In other
financial areas such as
Treasury obligations and
bands issued by private
corporations seeking td
attract funds.
Action by the full House on
the Brotzman measure will
come after the Nov. 5
election

115.000 family Income level
that would trigger the 5 per
cent surtax was too low.
Senate
Democratic
Whip Robert C. Byrd said
the proposed surtax would
"soak the middle and working classes." while Sen.
Henry M. Jackson IDWash I said he could not
support it until loopholes in
the existing tax structure
are plugged
Sen. John C. Stennis. (D Miss ). called the proposed
tax "a good recommendation."
Sen Russell B. Long (D La. 1. chairman of the Senate
Finance Committee, said
the 10 per cent investment

f
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To be a Delt for the rest of your life?
Find out by coming around to our

RUSH

WED. 7:00-9:00
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as 'Walking Tall.

Buster
loved her
and no one
understood.

BUSTERanZ BILLIE
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COLUMBIA PICTURES/A DIVISION OF COIUMBIA PICTURES INDUSTRIES INC

2nd GREAT WEEK!

}

EVE. 7:15 & 9:45 $
*
*
Metro-Golduyn-Mayer
presents
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SORRY NO STUDENT NIGHT ON "THAT'S ENTERTAINMENT

for Dad. . . for Betty Sue ... for Billy Jo ... for Aunt
Myrtle ... for Uncle Fred. Make your senior picture
appointment now at the Key office, 310 Student Services
Bldg of call 372-0086 Sittings run Oct 14-20 TWO WEEKS
ONLY! So do it for the family . . they'll appreciate It.

16/Th. BG New., Wednesday. October 9, 1974

■Where Thrifty Shopping is a Pleasure'

Great Scot
fMlNDir FOOD STORES

National unity cabinet resigns

VALUES
THAT ARE

BIGGER

//

THAN
EVER!

PRICES GOOD THRU OCT. 14, 1974

WE RESERVE QUIHTITT RIGHTS

ATHENS, Greece <AP)The national unity cabinet of
Premier
Constantine
Caramanlis
resigned
yesterday to make way for a
caretaker government that
will conduct Greece's first
parliamentary elections in
almost 11 years.
Caramanlis, 67, a veteran
of more than 30 years of
Greek politics, will head the
interim regime scheduled to
be sworm in today.
He returned from exile in
July with the fall of the
military dictatorship. The

election is scheduled for
Nov. 17.
CARAMANLIS
asked
Foreign Minister George
Mavros
and Defense
.Minister
Evanghelos
Averoff-Tositsas to remain
in office even though both
men are candidates for
parliament.
as
is
Caramanlis.
He said he wanted them to
continue in office "so as not
to interrupt their mission."
Mavros
is
negotiating
Greece's position in the
Cyprus dispute.

Averoff-Tositsas is
considered the person most
able to maintain the shaky
relationship between the
government and the former
military junta that handed
power to Caramanlis on July
•24
The outgoing ministers
represented some of the
nation's most skilled
technicians and politicians
ranging in views from far
right to extreme left.
MANY OF THE former
ministers were outspoken
opponents of the military

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
21
22
23
24

ACROSS
Seasons.
Flower.
Discerning.
Compassionate.
Man or monkey.
San Francisco
Bay city.
18 Command.
19 Solitary person.
1
6
12
14
15
16

pp
rr
u

'

2

5

■

r
H
L

25
26
27
28
30

1
■i
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4

r
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44

P

50

1
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53
55

1
17

21

■HB
37

36

1

1

43
44
45
46
47
48
49
51
53
54
55
56

W

I

10

49

a

I30

35

43

7

20

29

34

Historic air gp.
— the mark.
Plods.
Article of
apparel.
Son of Odin.
Stun.
Dickens heroine.
National park.
Terrible

I

"
33

I

31
32
33
36
40
41
42

I

38

39

tempered one.
Irritate: Colloq.
Victuals.
Resting.
Everybody.
Coarse towelling.
Move furtively.
Remnant of
food.
Get up.
Harass.
Chinese gelatin.
Newt.
Cleanse.
Staring.
Railroad car.
Los—.
Wandering.
Repasts.
Traps.
Newspaper
items.

1
2
3
4
5
6

DOWN
Pans.
Directed (at).
Poet Edward.
Explosive.
Starlike.
Alter.

27 Carpenter's
machine
29 Cancel.
30 Score.
32 Place of
fabulous wealth.
33 Square
measures.
34 Bagatelles.
35 Oriental.
36 Japanese
aborigine.
37 Arizona cily.

38 Dry goods
dealer.
39 Emphasize.
41 Scornful sounds.
44 Suffix in
chemistry.
45 Emissary.
47 Skirmish.
48 Vedic fire god.
50 Age.
52 Bill

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE

7 Directions.

42

4,

I•

"
"
"

junta and had either been
imprisoned,
exiled
or
maltreated during the
dictatorship.
Greece's last elections
were held in February 1964.
when the Center Union party
headed
by
George
Papandreou
won an
overwhelming
parliamentary majority.
The April 1967. army coup
wiped out elections planned
for a month
later.
Papandreou died a year
after the military seized
power.

52

1 |

8 General Bradley
9 Rotating
machine part.
10 Bowing down.
11 Missouri city.
12 Irregular.
13 Watercourse.
17 Following.
20 Soft mud.
23 Beam.
24 Sac, in anatomy
26 Christian seel.

by Garry Trudeau
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YES,
MR
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CHOOSY CHOICE
CHOICE __

CHOOSY v

THE NIXONS'paw
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SRULL-LE.R

The B.O. Photo Club will meet tonight at 7 00 in Room 114 o( the
Education Bldg.

WIENERS

Contract Bridge lessons begin Wed Oct 9 in the Ohio Suite of the
Union, promptly at 7 I'M Open lo students who register In the
Union Activities Office. 372-2343
There will be a Flag Koolball Captain's Meeting tonight in the
Women's Bldg at 6:00p.m.

KRISP
KOOL KRISP CALIFORNIA

APPLES

YELLOW ONIONS
3

CELERY

The Student's International Meditation Society will meet in the
Faculty lounge of the Union from 1.00 to 3.30 p in The event is
checking. Open to those who practice Transcendental Meditation

Bridge classes begin tonight promptly at 7 00 p.m. in the Ohio Suite
of the l tuun Those who have enrolled are urged to pay the $5.00 fee
in the UAO Office on the third floor of the Union ahead of time If
not possible come to class 20 minutes early.

BUNCH
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MARZETTI'S

0153

KSLAW
C DRESSING

BAGS

WITH !*m Ctl AT ,COT COUPON
GOOD THROUGH OCIOIIR 14 1*74

- 03°3 ,
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% Betty Crocker
au gratin potatoes

The Women's Field Hockey team will be playing tonight at 4 00 in
Toledo.

The Student's International Meditation Society will have an
advanced lecture in Km 106 of the Business Ad Bldg at 6:30 p m
Open to those who practice Transcendental Meditation.
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ABOUT IT?

__n

COUPONS
OPEN DAILY 9 A.M. - 9 P.M.
OPEN SUNDAY 10 A.M. ■ 6 P.M.

1 male roommate needed at
Cherry Hill Call $52-9136 after
5.
Want to rent PARKING SPACE
near Rodgers 372-1755
PERSONALS
Hey Deb! Happy 21! Love. Your
roomie, Marcia.
Don't wait till your socks walk
off without you Kirk's Coin-OMat 708 S Main
Kirk's Coin-O-Mat is paying me
$10 (ten U.S. dollars) to endorse
their I..iuilr.iiii.it I've never
been there Keith Dumpace
5 kittens free Call 352-6311
$$MUSIC MAJORS*!
CASH for your used music
texts and method books
Little Olde Music Shoppe
138 North Main St. BG.

Psi Chi {psychology honorary! will hold an organizational meeting
tonight at 8.00 in Rm 108 of the Psych Bldg All interested persons
are encouraged to attend
RIDES
20 cosmetic consultant Highest
paid commission Call for a free
Need ride lo Purdue - Oct II
cosmetic make-up Ph. 218-6844.
Call 2-1514 Will help pay for
gas
3 male waiters, weekends, in
Perrysburg, top pay. excellent
LOST AND FOUND
tips - preferably French
speaking Call Chris 352-6736
FOUND Ring Call Susan 25150
SERVICES OFFERED

SENIIORS! DON'T BE
FORGOTTEN'
Make your senior picture
appointment now at 310 Student
Services Bldg or call 372-0086
Sittings run 9 a m.-6 p.m.. Oct.
14-26 TWO WEEKS ONLY'
Don't delay. Ihe time to act is
now*

LOST 4 mo old kitten lost
Please call 352-9372

Congratulations Keith and
Sharon on your D.U.
lavalierring.

HELP WANTED

KBRlAKf AST CEREAL

HI,
MAH.

We are nut responsible for mistakes unless notified on first day of insertion

DINNER BELL

AIL PURPOSE

«?5
HERS

m\% CLaSSIFIED ««'
Wednesday. October!!. l!'74
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CAMPUS CALENDAR
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IWTY?
WHAT
PARTY?

PARTY.

-*&»"

IB.

IT'S ABOUT
YOUR TARTY
TDNI6HT,
SIR..

CHOOSY
CHOICE

MEATS

UVM

WHAT
IS IT?

^ SIR, PONT YOU
REMEMBER? YOU
ASKED AIL THE DRAFT
OH,
DOD6ERS WHO ACCEPTED RI6HT,
YOUR AMNESTY OYEP.
RI6HT
fOROHNER UKf
WHAT

Weekends, day or nite. apply
now. Rudy's Hot Dog 999 S
Main St. BG.
RN's and LPN's needed Call
353-8411.
Apply in person between 2 and 4
p.m. Starting pay II 90 1004 S
Main
Part time male student to work
in mens clothing store in
downtown BG. Experience
preferred but not absolutely
necessary. Apply in person to
Doug Madar at J I) Madar
Clothiers. 10* S Main St No
phone calls please
Exp. leather worker See Chuck
Lamb. Hall Director Off West
2-0187
Apply at Mr. Ed's Pitta Pub
Help wanted.

Part time help Be a fashion-2-

Visit the Mad Artist
Colony!Corner of S. Prospect It
Byall Handcrafted jewelry &
pottery. Posters, wooden shoes,
unique gifts made to order.
Open 10-8 Mon thru Sat
Abortion Information Service
Clinic very close to area. 1-24
week pregnancy terminated by
licensed certified gynecologist
Immediate arrangements will
be made with no hassle Call
collect. 24 hour service 2164311557
Mother of 2 yr old will do
babysitting, my home 354-0373.
For your photographic needs:
portraits.
passports.
applications and etc Weissbrod
Studio. 123 W. Wooster 354-9041
Learn to play guitar! Low
priced lessons Rick 2-3101
WANTED
After school sitter walking
distance from Crim Elem 3528771 after 5.30 p.m.

('onr.itul.itions Tom and Debbie
on your DC engagement.

Congratulations Rick and Carol
on your D V pinning
To my man - Hope you had a
great birthday. MF.X Love ya.
Shep
To the Skull n-Bones Clan.
Thanks Sig Ep Sam. for Ihe
booze The Bump'' and the
band1 Love. PhiMu's
Theta Chi's • The Brathaus was
jumping. What a warm-up for
the game. Chi Omega's are
saying. We never felt the same!
Thanks for a great tea!
Sigma (hi s know how to host a
tea. Alpha Gams say thanx.
Orthodox Christian Students
GENERAL MEETING
Sunday. October 13.6 00p.m.
St. John's Episcopal Church
1505 E Wooster
Lets all gel together'
FOR SALE

Pair of new Creative 77 3-way
speakers $100 00 Schick hand
hair dryer $7 00 Call 352-6832
after 5

Northern 700 Watt slvler dryer
Don't need. $10 Call Martv 3520163.
1971 AMt Hornet. 2-door. good
condition Call 352-0925 after 5
p.m
Girls 3 speed bike. 1 year old.
good condition 352-6372
Brother Elec typewriter Call
353-4532 after 5 pm Ask tor
Carl
"67" V W Bug Best offer over
8200 Call 352-7*76
Honda 750. Kawasaki 900 IOT
trade for Honda 350-41, riding
leathers, trailer IH Travelall.
352-5343
1970 12 x w Sylvan Mobile Home
2 bedroom furnished with
wash dryer
ALSO
Steps,
shirting, until
shed
Ph.
Findlay 423-4557
'64 Chevy 4-dr Belaire coupe 4
good tires & spare & new snow
tires 283 V8 & AT Body fair,
but runs well Very good
mileage. 422-8*75 after 5.
VW bus. 1971. red w-wh top. 7
pass. 51.000 mi. 2 snows
w wheels, radio, tr hitch $2400
Call3tt4)lt7.
FOR RENT
Still looking for a place to live
this FALL'' If so. stop out to
CHERRY HILL VILLAGE and
see why we have the best apts.
in town FALL leases available.
"Cablevision Available" 2
bedroom furnished and
unfurnished apartments 853
Napoleon Rd Suite 5 For info
call 352-6248 Hours 9-12 and 1-5
Mon thru Fri Married couple's
rales. $225. unfurnished rates.
$225
Preferred Properties still has
openings for fall If you need a
place to live give us a call 3529378 Indoor healed pool, sauna
and whirlpool
Apt. lo share Thurstin Apts. 211.
Contact Carlton Woods 3527111.
Village Green 2 bdrm unfurn
apt. available Nov. 3 $180 mo
352-4270

Dan (warfield

Changes-an offensive must
After last week's loss to Toledo, there are three players
who think there ought to be some changes and
improvements in the offense as the Falcons prepare to play
preseason Mid-American Conference favorite Kent State
and undefeated power Miami.
Mike Booth, the starting quarterback in BG's first three
games, has found himself taking a back seat role to
freshman Mark Miller. Although the sophomore signal
caller hasn't seen action since the first half of the Western

Michigan game (Sept. 28). he said he feels the team should
throw a lot more and work to eliminate costly errors which
spelled the Falcon downfalls against East Carolina (ECU)
and Toledo Universities.
"We threw a lot against East Carolina, and I think we
should throw a lot more." said the sophomore Booth. "We
can't have Preston (tailback Dave) run the ball 38 times
each game."
Booth said he's recovered from the initial shock of finding

himself as the backup man. but nevertheless is fighting for
his starting quarterback job
"I'VE NEVER BEEN beaten out before in my life.
Booth said. "Last year I accepted it (as third-string
quarterback) since there was Reid I Lamport) and Joe
(Babies)."
However. Booth said the coaches have not talked to him
about what he's doing wrong, and frankly Booth's problem is
nervousness and inexperience
It's harder to come directly out of the lockerroom and into
a uig game, like Booth did in the Dayton and Western
Michigan games But when things went wrong with Booth,
naturally the coaches put Miller in. and the freshman did the
job with the poise of a veteran ballplayer.
Booth said he felt he had a pretty good game against East
Carolina despite the outcome, and Nehlen had said he was
pleased with his performance
"I started good against Dayton, but I missed some
passes.'' Booth said, if I would have played the second
half. I know I could have done better."
Booth has been practicing with the second team this week,
and he added that his colleague Miller will get the starting
assignment for Saturday's game against Kent
"Mark will start He's done a good job. Ill kind of go to
practice and work at it," the Dearborn, Mich native said
"You can't win a position in practice."
MISTAKES HAVE been as much a part of the downfall of
the Falcons this year, as evident in the East Carolina and
Toledo game. Blame inexperience in the ECU contest, and
over-anxiousness in the Tl' loss. One senior who's helping
the offensive machine by avoiding miscues is fullback Vic

Bakunoff
In his first full year as a fullback. Bakunoff said there's a
"field-cabinet" game plan for each team BG plays, and
from that main game plan, changes will be made
"When we put our offensive plan in. it's usually situated
for a certain team.'" Bakunoff explained
"Our coaches know what works against a certain team
And right before the game. Nehlen tells us exactly what
we're going to do." said the former all-New Jersey running
back
Bakunoff said there's going to be changes in the offense-a
few things need ironed out
"We're not going back to basics." Bakunoff said "We
made more mistakes in the Toledo game, but we have
enough plays that we don t have to make big changes We
ran only part of our offense against Toledo There's still a
lot more up our sleeves."
A little double-reverse, throw a bomb, of a fullback
i Bakunoff > option just might catch the opponents off guard,
and no doubt the fans will be surprised
Ol'T OF THE trenches of the offensive front-line, comes
the talents of senior guard Dave Kulik Finding this gridder
missing an assignment is rare
Kulik. a former Massillon standout, said the offensive
front line has to clean up a few mistakes in order to enjoy
winning ways again
"We made some costly mistakes against Toledo." he said
"We had some costly offsides and some other dumb
mistakes dike missed assignments! We were trying too
hard. 1 guess We should have scored more, but we can look
now and second guess,"' said Kulik
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Rolling 201: HOW TO ROLL BETTER
Falcon defensive linemen Bill Whidden (No. 90), Dave Brown (No. 59) and

Rush

Corey Cunningham (No.

71)

Required Textbooklet: e-z wider

1.

Jorgensen in Mid-American Conference action two weeks ago. The defensive
line must apply pressure on Kant State's Greg Kokal this Saturday for BG to
have a chance for their second MAC victory. (Newsphoto by Mike McNerney)

Save the News

IZE

- GRADUATE STUDENTS YOU MAY KNOW YOUR
CORRECT ADDRESS
BUT DO WE?
Rather than risk not receiving billings,
grades, or pre-registration materials, come
to Room 100 of the Graduate Center or give
us a call at 372-2793.

WE'D LIKE TO KNOW!

X

Prol. E. Z. Jay

put pressure on Western Michigan's Paul

UAO FALL QUARTER
ROWLING LEAGUIS ARI
filling up fast.
DON'T RE LEFT OUT!
SIGN UP TODAY IN
THE UAO OFFICE.
• WOMEN'S-M0N. OCT. 14
• COUPLES • TUES. OCT. 15
• MEN'S • WED. OCT. 16
• DUTCH COUPLES THUR. OCT. 17
6:30 STARTING TIME.
ONLY $10 per quarter

-1XM-

After college, will you
get the job you deserve?

\

*

2.

Fold the paper (appro* **") at the end thai
isn I gummed Sprinkle tobacco into this
told. Put more at the ends than in the middle Close the paper over Ihe tobacco But
don't tuck it in back ol Ihe tobacco |ust yet

3.

Hold both halves ot the paper, cradling the
tobacco inside with your thumbs closest to
you and your second and third lingers in
back.

r

-,

4. AJ*

Spin the tobacco by sliding Ihe paper back
and forth a number of limes

The
great

When the tobacco is shaped and packed,
pinch the tobacco and Ihe paper at Ihe center so that when you slarl lo roll, the paper
will guide itself around the tobacco.
J

Swami

5.

returns
Roil Ihe cigarette lightly, beginning al the
ccnler. and by pulling, work your fingers oul
lo the ends

V

Lick Ihe gummed edge closed Trim loose
lobacco from Ihe ends The cigarette <s now
ready lo smoke

•

This course is open to both beginning and advanced
students ol hand-rolled cigarettes. Emphasis is on
easier, better rolling via the use ol E-Z Wider
double-width rolling papers. The course exposes the
disadvantages of conventional rolling practices such
as sticking two regular papers together to roll one
smoke. Students will learn that there is no better
gummed paper made than E-Z Wider.
ft roberi burton

tomorrow

-z wider .
e-x _wri
pMMC

lid. new yoni 10010

*

BLACK STUDENT UNION

Let's face it, things aren't equal in today's fob market. Even with a college degree. But
the Air Force has jobs that fit your college education, on an equal opportunity basis.
The Air Force is deeply involved to provide understanding for its people about the
sensibilities and sensitivities of others. l)oing its part to make things better. We're not
perfect—yet. But brother, we are getting there.
There are many job opportunities open to you as an officer in the United States Air
Force. Von may consider being a pilot or navigator.
And don t overlook the Air Force HOTC Scholarship Program. Scholarships that
cover full tuition, reimbursement lor testbooks, lab and incidental lees. Plus an allowance of $100 a moot 11 and flying lessons.
Apply, qualify, and enroll in Afr Force KOTCal

Put It All Together in Air Force KOTC

Room 164, Memorial Hall

of B.G.S.U.
Wish to extend a warm welcome to all returning brothers and sisters in the hopes that
this year will be one of academic, political, and
social victories for us all. The first B.S.U.
meeting of importance will be October 9
(Wednesday) at 9:30 p.m. 115 Education Bldg.
Please attend.

"UPENDO Nl UM0JA"
(Love is Unity)

•/TtM tO Nawi. Wtadiwwtoy. Octahw t. 1*74

Heyne out of action

Booters encounter Broncos
By Pelt Eaglebart
Staff Writer
The Falcon soccer team
will be looking lor their first
road win of the season today
as they travel to Kalamazoo.
Mich to take on Western
Michigan University.
The Falcon booters (2-0-11
will be coming off lasl
Saturday's frustrating 2-2 tie
with Miami University thai
prolonged a Falcon "jinx''
which has not seen Bowling
Green return with a victory
from Miami since I9t>8
Despite
the
Miami
blemish on the bouter's
season
mark.
Falcon
fullback (ilenn Jost is

confident of the
ability to rebound

squad's

"IT WAS good for the
team menially because we
were really on 'cloud nine'
for Ihe first two games."
Josl said in reference to the
Ml) tie
Although Falcon mentor
Mickey Cochrane also said
BG would improve, he was
disappoinled with his
squad's play at Miami
"They made us play the
kind of game they wanted
to." Cochrane said "We
didn't adjust to it until the
second half and then we
didn't adjust comfortably
We
adjusted
with

frustration." he said.
However.
Cochrane
pointed out that the tie will
not ruin BG's chances for a
successful season
"We still have too long of
a season ahead of us. and we
have a heckuva' ball club."
Cochrane said
"If we entered every
season with thoughts of
going undefeated, it would
just be too much pressure
for anyone." he continued
"Tying one game can't ruin
a season because we can win
the rest and still be
successful You can't play a
season and have -it go down

the drain with a tie or loss."
THE VETERAN mentor
of 10 soccer seasons may
have been thinking of last
year when the Falcons
opened with four wins
before bowing to Wooster
They rebounded from the
loss, however, to win their
last five contests to earn a
second straight bid to the
NCAA tournament.
However. BG will have
their hands full with the
Broncos
where
All
American candidate Dale
Hetherington will provide a
formidable test in the WMl)
goal.

Against
Miami, the
Falcon offense was stifled
by sophomore goalie Craig
Cobb who made saves on 33
of [ill's 44 shots
HETHERINGTON. also a
sophomore, is capable of
duplicating
Cobb's
performance if he is as
impressive as last season
when he was an all-MAC
selection. He stopped 93 per
cent of the shots fired at him
last year.
In the Falcon goal,
sophomore Tom Doriety will
get his first start of the
season replacing injured
goalie Bill Heyne. who

Parshall, Santour star

Women linksters place fifth
By l.asri Leach
Staff Writer
Bowling Green's women
golfers placed fifth last
weekend in the Michigan
State-dominated
Midwest

Women's
Intercollegiate
Golf Tournament held at
Central Michigan University.
"A couple of our girls did
very well individually." said

Ticket Information
Due to the Oct. 14 Columbus Day holiday, student
basketball and hockey ID cards will go on sale
Tuesday morning. Ocl 15. in the Memorial Hall
Ticket Office
A total of 484 basketball ID cards priced at $.r> and
864 hockey ID cards priced at $7 will be sold on a first
come-first served basis. A limited number of hockey
reserved seat season tickets, priced at $18 each, will
also be sold to BGSU students
Students may continue to pick up season football
tickets this week at the Memorial Hall Ticket Office
at $5 each

BG golf coach Dolores
Black.
"As a team,
however, they didn't place
as high as expected. "

championship flight with a
sizzling 166
Coach Black praised the
Michigan State team.

MICHIGAN State won the
event as their four-woman
team scored a 716. Bowling
Green scored a 769.

"MICHIGAN State is a
team that shouldn't be
beaten for the next four
years because it's held
together by freshmen." said
Black "Women's sports are
also highly competitive at
Michigan State. Their golf
coach. Mary Fossum, was
hired solely to coach golf."
This weekend,
the
Bowling Green golfers are
hosting both the Buckeye
Championships and the Ohio
Association of Intercollegiate Sports Women (OAISW>
Championships. Black said
the BG women should have
an advantage since they are

Falcon Karen Parshall
finished
third
in
the
championship flight with a
score of 182. Both Parshall
and teammate Patty
Santour. who finished fourth
with a 182 were involved in
a six-hole playoff for the
championship. The two
other Falcon golfers were
Peg Gibbons and Elizabeth
Strasser.
Michigan State freshman
Joan Gerrity lopped the

FRATERNITY RUSH
SUNDAY NIGHT
All houses will be open
from 7:00-9:00 p.m. for all
interested men. Come see
what the Greek System is
all about.

Love tap.
From one beer lover to another.

playing on their home
course. The teams will tee
off at 8:30 a.m. on Friday
and Saturday at the BG golf
course.

Athletic
Photos
The Sports Information
Office. 201 Stadium, will
have a photo ordering
session Oct. 17-18. Anyone
interested
in ordering
athletic 8 x 10 photos priced
at $1 50 for black and white
and $3 for color should
attend Any photos taken
during the lasl two years
mav be ordered

ALPHA SIGMA PHI
invites all men

TO OPEN RUSH
TONIGHT 7-9
LOCATED BESIDE
RODGERS QUAD AND
EAST WOOSTER

suffered a kidney contusion
against the Redskins.
According to head Falcon
trainer Bill Jones. Heyne is
not expected to see action
against Western Michigan
today or in Saturday's
confrontation with Wooster

Ruggers rip Toledo;
split pair with Bobcats
By Jerry Matek
Assistant Sports Editor
Bowling Green's powerful
rugby team recorded a pair
of shutouts last weekend,
but lost a "windy" game to
Ohio University. 12-4.
Playing a doubleheader
last Saturday, the ruggers
thumped Ohio University.
26-0. before the dropping the
second game. The squad
blanked Toledo. 12-0. last
Sunday.
Battling against the wind
in Saturday's opener. BG
held a 6-0 halftime lead by
virtue of a score by Kevin
Orr and a two-point conversion by Dave Wainio
AIDED BY the wind. BG
dominated the second half
scoring with 20 points
Winger Orr tallied twice, as
did center Ken Ware Other
scores were by center Jim
Tremoulis. Wainio and Jeff
Gatti

Q
Dial

Falcon

The Falcons' only goal in
the second game came from
Buck McKinney, BG's most
valuable player last year
and this year's team coccaptain. nl tallied three
times in the second half to
win. 12-4.
Jeff Senti started last
Sunday's scoring against
Toledo with a 75 yard run.
Center Denny Hansen tallied

tramples Denison
The Bowling Green water
polo team opened their
season last weekend by
defeating Denison. 19-10.
After being down. 7-2. at
the end of the first quarter,
the BG defense rallied their
forces to hold the Denison
crew while the Falcon
offense clicked for scores
Leading 10-7 at halftime. BG
outscored Denison, 9-3. in
the second stanza

RETURN TO FOREVER
featuring Chick Corea
OCT. 15th AT 8 P.M.
Univ. of Toledo Student Union Auditorium
TicKets: $2.50 students, $3.50 non-students
Available at Finders Records

Alpha Chi Omega
congratulates her new
active ...

Laurie Leed
NOW! BARGAIN ADMISSION
EVERY DAY OF THE WEEK!
ADULTS $1.00

CHILDREN 50"

NOW PLAYING
- 2 GREAT HITS -

"FRENCH CONNECTION" 7:30 - "SEVEN-UPS" 9:20

Back to

t>

Dave Ryland scored six
goals for the Falcons while
Kurt I.ee scored five times
Also scoring fur the BG
crew were John Maddox
ifour goalsi, Tim Stubbs
i three goals > and Jeff I.iedel
i one goal i
The BG water polo team
will play at Oakland I'niversity today and open their
home campaign Oct 18 with
Denison lor a rematch—
GLOVER

Save the News

a'j'LMQ'a
372-BGSU

•••

TEAM co-captain Roger
Hamilton sat out last
weekend with a knee injury.
The ruggers play on the
road this weekend, taking on
teams from Toledo. Hiram
and Sandusky

Water polo squad

Hotline
Student Union Board of
University of Toledo
presents
Progressive Jazz
with

later lor BG. and Eric
Rontmus returned a blocked
kick into the end zone for Ihe
final score in the 12-0 Falcon
win

Back...
Bumper to
Bumper...
Chase to
Chasel

THE TRENCH
CONNECTION
SEVEN UPS

Advisory Committee on General Fee Allocations

Are you interested in how your general fee money is being spent? Are
you willing to sacrifice your personal time to serve on this important
committee? Then apply now at 405 Student Services Building! Positions
are available for 7 undergraduate members and 2 alternate members.
Applications will be available until Wednesday October 16. Get involved, apply today!

